Full Ice Bantam Practice #4

PRACTICE PLAN

Age Level: Bantam | Emphasis: D to D and Reverse Breakouts, 1 on 1, 2 on 1.

STRETCH & GO FLOW
Setup

To set up place four equal lines in each corner. In this case lines 1 and 3
(Green Lines) will go first. Lines 2 & 3 will go when the first two players get
to the blue line. P1 starts with a puck and skates along the wall into the
neutral zone. P2 starts without a puck along the wall into the neutral zone
and then swings into the middle to receive a pass from P1. P2 receives the
pass and enters the zone where they came from. They stay wide and carry
the puck down below the dots. If they are on their forehand they can get on
their inside edges and wait for P1 to present a target in the high slot. If they
are on their off-hand they can open up so they are making a hard forehand
pass. P1 will receive the puck in the high slot and shoot. Encourage players
to receive and shoot as quickly as possible.

My Notes

Coaching Points

Make sure players skate deep into the zone and to make a low to high pass
to the second player in the high slot. If they are on their strong side they
should get on inside edges. If on their weak side they can do an escape
move.

SIMPLE BREAKOUT - D TO D TO 1 ON 1
Setup

This progression requires two defense at each end. They will do a simple “D
to D” breakout and then pass to the center who will take on the defender
from the other end in a 1 on 1 situation.
Keys for defenders
re-take as much ice as possible to close the gap
work in tandem so that when the D to D pass is made the defender is facing
up ice
Keys for forwards

My Notes

Make sure to time the swing through the slot so they are receiving a horizontal pass and not a vertical pass coming through the slot.
Read the defender on zone entry and if the dender has a poor gap then use
space after entering the zone and look to shoot through defender
If defender has good gap control then move feet and drive hard to the net
protecting the puck.
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SIMPLE BREAKOUT REVERSE TO 2 ON 1
Setup

This progression works on a reverse breakout. Two defensive players will
start on the two face off dots in each end. The strong side defense will
retrieve the puck and wheel behind the net. The weak side defense will go
to the front of the net and then call for a “reverse” as their partner wheels behind the net. When the puck carrier gets to the far post they will use the wall
to bank it back to the opposite side so the weak side defense can pick up the
puck and make a pass to the forward on the wall. Then they need to re-take
their ice (at least around the tire) against the two forwards coming down the
ice from the other end.

My Notes

The first forward is the one that dumps the puck deep into the zone to start
the drill. The first forward will become the winger and look for a breakout
pass from the defense on the wall. The second forward will swing through
the middle and support the winger on the wall through the middle of the
ice. The forwards will attack the defense from the other end. It is good to
introduce different ways for the forwards to attack the defense in 2 on 1
situations.

CONTINUOUS 2 ON 1 WITH BACKCHECKER
Setup

My Notes

This is a continuous 2 on 1 with a backchecker. It is optional to include
the defense in the offensive rush to create a 3 on 2 situation. The pucks
are with the coach at center ice. On the whistle F1 and F2 sprint out of the
zone inline with the dots. The coach signals which way to transition and the
forwards react to the coach. The strong side forward opens up and the weak
side forward supports. At the same time, D1 skates around the net and retakes as much ice as possible to play the 2 on 1. After the initial rush at the
net, the coach blows the whistle and the players do the same thing from the
other side. On the same whistle, F2 backchecks against the players starting
from the other side. They need to communicate with the D if they can pick
up the weak side. If you are including the defense, then D1 also skates to the
other end and looks to become a trailor to make it a 3 on 2. The drill continues back and forth on the whistle. The player that comes from the F2 line is
always the backchecker. F1 should go to the F2 line after the whistle.

